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Executive Summary


Lazard’s Climate Center examines the corporate finance effects of climate change; it brings together finance practitioners
and leading academics to provide cutting-edge analysis with actionable implications for firms and investors



Firms are facing rising operational and financial risk due to climate change


The recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggests a dire view of the business-as-usual
path; the risks to firms will only proliferate over time



In addition, measures to address climate change (from carbon pricing to regulation to innovation) will have differential effects on
companies in various sectors





These questions are the focus of the Lazard Climate Center

The center’s initial work, which we are releasing today, is the most comprehensive analysis to date on how markets are
currently viewing firm-level emissions


In particular, we examine the relationship between specific greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)) and firm valuations



The results suggest investors are actively and directly pricing transition risk into valuations, but the effects vary significantly
across gases, market cap, and sectors





Large cap companies (>$50bn) experience greater valuation discounts, and emissions-intense sector are more affected

In early 2022, the center plans to investigate the impact of emissions profiles on M&A transactions, explore linkages
between firm valuation and climate sentiment in news and earnings reports, and evaluate implications of the growing
carbon offsets market
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Motivation for the Lazard Climate Center
As the private sector accelerates efforts regarding climate change and the energy transition, the Lazard Climate Center seeks to address
knowledge gaps and serve as a partner to corporates and investors looking to understand how best to navigate these trends


The August 2021 IPCC report underlined the need for concerted, wide-ranging efforts across the private sector and civil
society to speed the decarbonization of the world economy to keep global warming to no more than 1.5 degrees Celsius
and forestall the worst effects of climate change



Recent pledges and progress made at COP26 highlight the accelerating efforts across finance and the private sector to
mobilize private capital in service of the energy transition and need for deeper research and new tools


New pledges to combat methane emissions highlight existing shortcomings in the academic literature and market conventional
wisdom on greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide (and even on carbon dioxide the academic literature is mixed)



The pledges at COP26 highlight the current lack of defined pathways and enforcement mechanisms to mobilize private capital
to best address the energy transition and climate resiliency



Further, the future functioning and growth of markets for solutions such as carbon offsets necessitates the development of
novel financial solutions to aid price discovery and encourage market development



The Lazard Climate Center has been formed to provide insights and tools for business leaders and investors to
integrate climate change considerations into strategic decisions and corporate finance
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The Lazard Climate Center Framework
By combining academics at the cutting edge of climate finance research and Lazard’s industry expertise, the Lazard Climate Center is
developing differentiated insight on how climate change affects corporate finance issues

How We Add Value
Data

Questions




Analyzing and quantifying
sources of climate risk (physical,
shareholder, regulatory, and
litigation)
Anticipating shareholder
response to climate events,
transition actions, and policy
changes



Developing frameworks to hedge
against or mitigate climate risk



Distinguishing effective transition
actions from “greenwashing”

Practice



Measuring how greenhouse
gases affect firm-level cost of
capital

• Providing well-grounded advice to
clients on business-as-usual and
the “carbon shock”



Determining the role of climate
factors in M&A deals



Examining the effectiveness of
climate-driven governance (netzero commitments/science-based
targets) and financial (green
bonds, sustainability-linked
bonds) decisions

• Publishing thought leadership on
how climate issues interact with
valuation and corporate finance



Exploring mitigation through
carbon offsets

• Creating methodologies to identify
supply chain/subsidiary climate
risks, and assuage through
financial advisory
• Studying financial engineering
tools to assess potential hedges
against changes in emissions
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Illustrative Change in P/E By Sector
Sensitivity to changes in emissions vary across sectors, but is broadly consistent with the finding that sectors with higher emissions
experience a greater discount / potential for appreciation
Average P/E Appreciation Based on a 10% Reduction in Emissions
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0.55%
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0.35%

Energy

Health Care
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Communication
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Technology

Industrials

Consumer
Discretionary
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601

1,465

1,528

756

2,049
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1,013

Median
Market Cap

$613

$916

$1,027

$877
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$1,117

Avg. Yearly
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3,874,024

28,649

2,779,840

25,046

30,206
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180,991

Avg. Annual
Change in
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~31%

~30%

~20%

~18%

~18%

~14%

~10%

~14%

Median P/E2

15x

28x

19x

22x

29x

20x

22x

22x

Illustrative P/E
Appreciation

0.12x

0.19x

0.11x

0.12x
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0.10x

0.08x

0.06x
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Source: Lazard Proprietary research, Bloomberg and S&P Global Trucost, (11/23/2021).
Note:
All values represent statistically significant results at a 95% confidence level, Real Estate & Utility Companies were excluded due to insignificant results. Financials excluded as
P/E is not generally seen to be a material valuation metric for the sector.
1
Represents average annual % change in emissions over 2016-2019.
2
Assumes median P/E based on sector in the sample of ~16,000 public companies globally as of 12/31/2020.
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APPENDIX

Background Details: The Fine Print


Sample of 16,995 global firms between 2016 and 2020; firms included in the analysis have either disclosed emissions through the
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) or have provided emission data in publicly released report or article; this set of firms covers over
30% of publicly listed global companies, and over 90% of medium and large market cap companies



Multivariate regressions used to examine the relationship between a firm’s level of greenhouse gas emissions and its valuation



The focus of the analysis was on the effect of firm-level carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions on the price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio, but
other greenhouse gases (methane, nitrous oxide, and hydrofluorocarbons) and financial metrics (EV/EBITDA, cost of equity, bookto-market (B/M), and CDS spread) were also explored



The idiosyncratic effect of greenhouse gases was determined by controlling for valuation indicators including return momentum,
return volatility, return on equity (past and projected future), and whether the company is in the MSCI World Index; year-month,
country, and industry fixed effects were also included
Descriptive Statistics
Market Cap
>$50bn
$10-50bn

Count

% Disclosing

312

94.9%

1,302

90.8%

$1-10bn

5,859

74.8%

<$1bn

8,092

19.4%
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Region

Count

% Disclosing

Africa

213

--

Asia-Pacific

8,922

--

Europe

2,455

28.6%

Latin America
and Caribbean

371

--

Middle East

409

--

United States
and Canada

3,195

37.5%

Sector
Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Real Estate
Utilities

Source: Lazard Proprietary research, Bloomberg and S&P Global Trucost, (11/23/2021).
Note:
Sector disclosure rates not available; “% disclosing” based on S&P Capital IQ and excludes companies trading over the counter.

Count
756
2,111
1,013
600
1,705
1,465
2,788
2,050
1,527
1,102
447
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APPENDIX

Illustrative Change in P/E By Market Cap in Energy Sector (U.S. and Europe)
Energy companies in the U.S. and Europe receive some of the highest valuation discounts, especially large cap companies
Average P/E Appreciation Based on a 10% Reduction in Emissions
4.59%

2.98%

1.36%

Market Cap

>$50bn

$10-50bn

$1-10bn

Market Cap

>$50bn

$10-50bn

$1-10bn

# of Companies

16

24

72

Median P/E1

29x

25x

23x

Illustrative
P/E Appreciation

1.33x

0.75x

0.31x

Source: Lazard Proprietary research, Bloomberg and S&P Global Trucost, (11/23/2021).
1
Represents median P/E ratio for U.S. and European energy companies within the given market cap range as of 12/31/2020.
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APPENDIX

Illustrative Change in P/E By Emissions Quartile
High-emitting firms are rewarded with bigger valuation lifts from emissions reduction
Average P/E Appreciation Based on a 10% Reduction in Emissions

0.61%
0.51%
0.43%

0.17%

Emissions
Percentile

Bottom 25%

25-50%

50-75%

Top 25%

Emissions Quartile

Bottom 25%

25-50%

50-75%

Top 25%

Median P/E1

19x

22x

21x

18x

Illustrative
P/E Appreciation

0.03x

0.10x

0.11x

0.11x
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Source: Lazard Proprietary research, Bloomberg and S&P Global Trucost, (11/23/2021).
1
Represents median P/E ratio for companies globally within the given emissions quartile as of 12/31/2020.
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APPENDIX

Findings on Other Greenhouse Gases
Methane and Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have statistically significant, though small, effects on valuation
Average P/E Appreciation Based on a 10% Reduction in Emissions1

Observations



Estimated impacts for other greenhouse gases
are small but statistically significant (except for
nitrous oxide, which has no statistically
significant influence)

0.08%
Methane



Methane has a small, yet statistically significant
impact across the sample set but varies across
sectors

Not Statistically Significant
Nitrous Oxide



As new regulations and international agreements
take effect, this impact is expected to change

Hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs)
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0.13%

Source: Lazard Proprietary research, Bloomberg and S&P Global Trucost, (11/23/2021).
1
Impact for other greenhouse gases calculated as a component of a company’s holistic emissions profile in which the analysis is conducted on all four greenhouse gases of
note (including carbon dioxide), rather than in isolation.
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APPENDIX

Disclaimer
These materials have been prepared by Lazard for general informational purposes only and they are not intended to be, and should not be construed as,
financial, legal or other advice.
In preparing these materials, Lazard has assumed and relied upon the accuracy and completeness of any publicly available information and of any other
information made available to Lazard by any third parties, and Lazard has not assumed any responsibility for any independent verification of any of such
information. These materials are based upon economic, monetary, market and other conditions as in effect on, and the information available to Lazard as
of, the date hereof, unless indicated otherwise. Subsequent developments may affect the information set out in this document and Lazard assumes no
responsibility for updating or revising these materials.
These materials may include certain statements regarding future conditions and events. These statements and the conditions and events they describe
are inherently subject to uncertainty, and there can be no assurance that any of the future conditions or events described in these materials will be
realized. In fact, actual future conditions and events may differ materially from what is described in these materials. Lazard assumes no responsibility for
the realization (or lack of realization) of any future conditions or events described in these materials.
Nothing herein shall constitute a commitment or undertaking on the part of Lazard to provide any service. Lazard shall have no duties or obligations to
you in respect of these materials or other advice provided to you, except to the extent specifically set forth in an engagement or other written agreement,
if any, that is entered into by Lazard and you.
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